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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
Welcome to the October edition of Event Horizon. I want to thank
everyone for the positive feedback on last month’s edition, my first
effort as editor.
This month there’s a lot to cover:- The end of the Rosetta Mission,
Duncan’s StarFest photos, Noeleen’s wonderful photo montages of the
AGM dinner and InOMN. There’s also a great article from Howie Smith
including links to his youtube video and Flickr page. Klaus has sent in a couple
of great photos for the Member’s Gallery.
‘SAS Library Notes’ has information about the Astronomy 2017 Calendar. Sky
Maps gives the rundown on what’s up this month. Check the SAS website for
news updates throughout the month.
This is a newletter for members, so please send your astrophotography,
travel adventures and the like to my email address
listed below. Just send me your photos with the story
and I can build your item for publication.
Clear Skies (Email - bomma02@optusnet.com.au)
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ABOUT
T he SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The
Society actively encourages Observational Astronomy,
Astrophotography, Telescope and Observatory Construction. Many of
our members specialize in one or more forms of observing and have
indeed become very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary observations,
comet observations, variable star observations and supernova searching. Some members enjoy building
telescopes, including the optics, observatories and ALL our members have at some time or other enjoyed a
good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month at the The Strawberry Farm
building located at 1 Pimpama/Jacobs Well Road, Pimpama. Anyone interested is invited to attend a meeting
to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for further information. All members and visitors are invited
to contribute items of interest at these meetings.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually falling due on 1 July each year. Financial members enjoy
the facilities of the SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
● SAS Website - Members are able to set up their profile which enables access to a private messaging
facility via the SAS member message board as well as a secure chat room. Once members have
registered on the website, a secure password protected dashboard is allocated where astro photos
can be stored. Members are also able to post photos to the Gallery to share with the wider
community. http://www.sas.org.au/
● Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available for members to borrow. The book
list is available on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
● Telescope hire - There are a number of telescopes available at a nominal fee for members to hire.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest astronomy and space news and to
share your photos to the wider community.
Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather permitting), giving members and
visitors the opportunity to view the night sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available prior to the meeting dates. All
members are encouraged to contribute articles along with their astrophotography. Please contact us if you
would like to be on the email list. The newsletter is also available on the SAS website as is the list of
meeting dates.
Laser Pointers - If members own laser pointers which they use for astronomy, please see the SAS
Secretary. Hand held laser pointers with an output of greater than 1 milliwatt are restricted items and
classed as weapons. Laser pointers up to 20 milliwatts are permitted for use by members of ‘recognized
astronomical organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS TAKES NO RESPONSIBILTY FOR MEMBERS MISUSING LASER POINTERS
Links for both Qld and NSW legislation in relation to laser pointers are
listed here as well as on the website.

Qld Laser laws

NSW Laser laws
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Dear Member and Friends
On Saturday the 17th of September at
our AGM, the Southern Astronomical
Society officially celebrated its 30th
Anniversary. We all gathered at the
Thai restaurant at Helensvale called
Basil & Ginger and enjoyed an
awesome Thai banquet. We were even
able to use the blocked off arcade to set up a projector where
many images from the past and up to the present day were on
display.
After dinner we held our AGM meeting, where the end of year
reports were presented and awards were handed out to deserving
recipients. This year, we had two members who were awarded
the ‘2016 Member of the Year’ trophies.
Michael Adams ~ For being SAS secretary for 7 Years ~
Hans Emmenegger ~ For being SAS Treasurer ~
Congratulations to Michael and Hans and thank you for your
time and effort on behalf of all members at SAS.
Other framed 30th Anniversary Certificates were presented (Some
people were not in attendance)
Julie Lancaster ~ Certificate of Appreciation ~
For doing an outstanding job with the library and the SAS
Facebook page in 2016.
Kevin Dixon ~ Certificate of Appreciation ~
For all the help and guidance you give to members.
Klaus Schlussler ~Certificate of Recognition ~
For the most improved astrophotographer for the year.
Mario Vecchi ~ Certificate of Appreciation ~
For all your outstanding work as editor of our SAS monthly enewsletter. ‘Event Horizon’
John Crane ~ Certificate of Thanks ~
For being the coordinator of the Cubs & Scouts ‘Astronomy
Badge Program’
Dylan O’Donnell ~ Outstanding Member Award ~
For all your outstanding astrophotography & World Wide
recognition of your images.
DNA Digital ~ Certificate of Appreciation ~
Dylan O’Donnell - For hosting our SAS website.

Officer), Julie Lancaster, Brendan Junge, John Crane, & Colin
Drescher as committee members and Lyn Ahern as club librarian.
Jenny Robinson will also join the committee when she returns from
England. Thank you very much everyone, as your time and help is
greatly appreciated :-)
InOMN 8th October 2016: Thank you to all of our members who
came along last weekend to Tamborine for the International Observe
the Moon night. We had 18 members turn up for the event and this
year there were a lot more people who attended who really enjoyed
the night.
Bryan Pott advertised the event extensively on the radio and in the
local media and after the event he gave an interview with Jocelyn
Garcia from the Beaudesert Times. I sent her through 10 images from
the night and they chose the lovely photo of Brian Holbrook with a
member of the public looking through his telescope to go with the
article. Please go to the link below to read the article at:
http://www.beaudeserttimes.com.au/story/4218631/celestial-viewinga-hit-with-tamborine-moongazers/
Many thanks to Bryan Pott and his wife Shirlene for organising the
InOMN event on behalf of the SAS and the Lions Club at Tamborine,
on the night a gold coin donation was collected which goes to local
projects in the area.
I’ve made up some photomontages from all the images that I took at
the AGM and InOMN, please see them in the pages of EH, as you
can see we were all having a great time together at both of the events.
This month’s general meeting is on Saturday the 15th of October and
is an observing night, so if it’s clear please bring along your
telescope. Also, Howard Smith (Howie) will be giving a
demonstration on his short exposure astrophotography with his
telescope set-up.
Of special mention, thank you Dylan O’Donnell for giving an
astronomy talk in at one of the local schools at Byron Bay, the
students did a cute drawing giving a donation of $50 to SAS, welldone Dylan. I also did an astronomy field night at St Andrews
College at Tallebudgera for nearly 100 children from there year 3
classes and they’ve just given a donation of $200 to SAS, which is
just wonderful.
Looking forward to seeing you all on Saturday night.
Noeleen Lowndes (President)

James & Adam Gilmore ~ Certificate of Appreciation ~
Gold Coast Spaceflight Academy
Thank you for the use of your building for our club meetings.
After the awards ceremony the new management committee for
2016/2017 were welcomed in with Colin Drescher joining the
team, welcome Colin. The new committee are: Noeleen Lowndes
(President), Duncan Gillespie (Vice-president), Michael Adams
(Secretary), Bryan Pott (Treasurer), Joe Zerefa (Membership

GENERAL MEETING TIMES
Saturday, 15 October 2016 @ 7:30pm
Saturday, 12 November 2016 @ 7:30pm
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In The News:
MISSION COMPLETE: ROSETTA’S JOURNEY
ENDS IN DARING DESCENT TO COMET From the European Space Agency website
Friday 30 September - ESA’s historic Rosetta mission has
concluded as planned, with the controlled impact onto the
comet it had been investigating for more than two years.
Confirmation of the end of the mission arrived at ESA’s
control centre in Darmstadt, Germany at 11:19 GMT (13:19
CEST) with the loss of Rosetta’s signal upon impact.
Rosetta carried out its final manoeuvre last night at 20:50
GMT (22:50 CEST), setting it on a collision course with the
comet from an altitude of about 19 km.

Rosetta’s OSIRIS narrow-angle camera captured
this image of Comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
at 0120 GMT from an altitude of about 16 km above
the surface during the spacecraft’s final descent on
Sept. 30, 2016. The image scale is about 30 cm/pixel
and the image measures about 614 meters across.
Credit: ESA/Rosetta/MPS for OSIRIS Team
MPS/UPD/LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/UPM/DASP/IDA

Rosetta had targeted a region on the small lobe of Comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko, close to a region of active pits in the
Ma’at region.
The descent gave Rosetta the opportunity to study the comet’s gas,
dust and plasma environment very close to its surface, as well as
take very high-resolution images.
Pits are of particular interest because they play an important role in
the comet’s activity. They also provide a unique window into its
internal building blocks. The information collected on the descent to
this fascinating region was returned to Earth before the impact. It is
now no longer possible to communicate with the spacecraft.
“Rosetta has entered the history books once again,” says JohannDietrich Wörner, ESA’s Director General. “Today we celebrate the
success of a game-changing mission, one that has surpassed all our
dreams and expectations, and one that continues ESA’s legacy of
‘firsts’ at comets.”
“Thanks to a huge international, decades-long endeavour, we have
achieved our mission to take a world-class science laboratory to a
comet to study its evolution over time, something that no other cometchasing mission has attempted,” notes Alvaro Giménez, ESA’s Director
of Science. “Rosetta was on the drawing board even before ESA’s first
deep-space mission, Giotto, had taken the first image of a comet
nucleus as it flew past Halley in 1986. “The mission has spanned entire
careers, and the data returned will keep generations of scientist busy
for decades to come.”

The last image Rosetta transmitted to Earth before it
touched Comet 67P's surface on Sept. 30, 2016. The
European probe took the photo when it was just 65
feet (20 meters) from the icy body. Credit:
ESA/Rosetta/MPS for OSIRIS Team
MPS/UPD/LAM/IAA/SSO/INTA/UPM/DASP/IDA

“As well as being a scientific and technical triumph, the amazing journey of Rosetta and its lander Philae also captured the
world’s imagination, engaging new audiences far beyond the science community. It has been exciting to have everyone along
for the ride,” adds Mark McCaughrean, ESA’s senior science advisor.
Since launch in 2004, Rosetta is now in its sixth orbit around the Sun. Its nearly 8 billion-kilometre journey included three Earth
flybys and one at Mars, and two asteroid encounters.
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The craft endured 31 months in deep-space hibernation on the most distant leg of its journey, before waking up in January
2014 and finally arriving at the comet in August 2014.
After becoming the first spacecraft to orbit a comet, and the first to deploy a lander, Philae, in November 2014, Rosetta
continued to monitor the comet’s evolution during their closest approach to the Sun and beyond.
“We’ve operated in the harsh environment of the comet for 786 days, made a number of dramatic flybys close to its
surface, survived several unexpected outbursts from the comet, and recovered from two spacecraft ‘safe modes’,” says
operations manager Sylvain Lodiot.
“The operations in this final phase have challenged us more than ever before, but it’s a fitting end to Rosetta’s incredible
adventure to follow its lander down to the comet.”
The decision to end the mission on the surface is a result of Rosetta and the comet heading out beyond the orbit of Jupiter
again. Further from the Sun than Rosetta has ever journeyed before, there would be little power to operate the craft.

Mission operators were also faced with an imminent month-long period when the Sun is close to the line-of-sight between
Earth and Rosetta, meaning communications with the craft would have become increasingly more difficult.
“With the decision to take Rosetta down to the comet’s surface, we boosted the scientific return of the mission through this
last, once-in-a-lifetime operation,” says mission manager Patrick Martin.
Many surprising discoveries have already been made during the mission, not least the curious shape of the comet that
became apparent during Rosetta’s approach in July and August 2014. Scientists now believe that the comet’s two lobes
formed independently, joining in a low-speed collision in the early days of the Solar System.
Long-term monitoring has also shown just how important the comet’s shape is in influencing its seasons, in moving dust
across its surface, and in explaining the variations measured in the density and composition of the coma, the comet’s
‘atmosphere’.
Some of the most unexpected and important
results are linked to the gases streaming
from the comet’s nucleus, including the
discovery of molecular oxygen and nitrogen,
and water with a different ‘flavour’ to that in
Earth’s oceans.
Together, these results point to the comet
being born in a very cold region of the
protoplanetary nebula when the Solar System
was still forming more than 4.5 billion years
ago.
While it seems that the impact of comets like
Rosetta’s may not have delivered as much of
Earth’s water as previously thought, another
much anticipated question was whether they
could have brought ingredients regarded as crucial for the origin of life.
Rosetta did not disappoint, detecting the amino acid glycine, which is commonly found in proteins, and phosphorus, a key
component of DNA and cell membranes. Numerous organic compounds were also detected ¬by Rosetta from orbit, and
also by Philae in situ on the surface.
“It’s a bittersweet ending, but in the end the mechanics of the Solar System were simply against us: Rosetta’s destiny was
set a long time ago. But its superb achievements will now remain for posterity and be used by the next generation of young
scientists and engineers around the world.” While the operational side of the mission has finished today, the science
analysis will continue for many years to come.
Overall, the results delivered by Rosetta so far paint comets as ancient leftovers of early Solar System formation, rather
than fragments of collisions between larger bodies later on, giving an unparalleled insight into what the building blocks of
the planets may have looked like 4.6 billion years ago.
“Just as the Rosetta Stone after which this mission was named was pivotal in understanding ancient language and history,
the vast treasure trove of Rosetta spacecraft data is changing our view on how comets and the Solar System formed,”
says project scientist Matt Taylor.
“Inevitably, we now have new mysteries to solve. The comet hasn’t given up all of its secrets yet, and there are sure to be
many surprises hidden in this incredible archive. So don’t go anywhere yet – we’re only just beginning.”

Check the ESA website for more, :
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StarFest - Australian Astronomical
Observatory

by Duncan Gillespie

StarFest is held annually over the October long
weekend at Siding Spring near Coonabarrabran.
Science in the Pub is worth catching on the
Friday night. Open Day on the Saturday has
much to offer.

The Anglo- Australian Telescope
(AAT) - Siding Spring

AAT - on the telescope floor with
Douglas Grey, Operations Manager

The techs telescope control
panel in the control room

In the control room, techs to
the right astronomers to the left

AAT stats
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SAS Facebook Group News
These images have been shared on the SAS Facebook Group page and can be accessed
there, if you have a Facebook account. To date, there are 260+ people enjoying the page.
You’ll find upcoming events, items of interest and information on astronomy related tours.
Join the page: share your ideas and wonderful astrophotography.

NASA - National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. 15 September at 15:17
Who would have thought that Pluto is a graffiti
artist, spray-painting one of its moons, Charon, with
a reddish stain that covers an area the size of New
Mexico?
Charon’s polar colouring comes from Pluto itself –
methane gas that escapes from Pluto’s
atmosphere becomes “trapped” by the moon’s
gravity and freezes to the cold, icy surface at the
moon’s pole. This is followed by chemical
processing by ultraviolet light from the sun that
transforms the methane into reddish organic
materials called tholins. Find out more:
http://go.nasa.gov/2cK2LSR

(This link will take you directly to the article on
NASA’s website)

Great photo here from Brian Holbrook, taken on International Observe the Moon Night.
Brian Holbrook - ‘One of my images from the observe the Moon night last night. Not the correct rotation but
probably the best lunar image I have taken so far. Pretty happy with this -’
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SAS LIBRARY NOTES
To make life a little easier, here’s the link to the Library List on the SAS website: SAS Library List . You

may find something of interest. Members may borrow books for up to 2 months. If an extension is
required, please see Lyn Ahern, SAS Librarian or any of the committee members.
Book Review:
Since International Observer the Night was held this month, I thought it approprioate to
include this book for review.

Discover the Moon
By Jean Lacroux and Christian Legrand , Translated by Christopher Sutcliffe
The book was published in 2004.
The Blurb: The Moon is accessible to everyone,
and easy to observe even in big cities. It is a prime
target for aspiring astronomers and for those who
are merely curious about the night sky. This easyto-use guide to discovering lunar sites takes the
reader through fourteen observing sessions from
New Moon to Full Moon. For each evening, the
book shows which craters, mountains and other
features can be seen, and how to find them. Each
photograph shows what the observer actually
sees through a telescope, solving the usual
difficulties of orientation confronting beginners.
Images are shown as they appear through both
refracting and reflecting telescopes. Maps printed
on the front and back flaps of the book show the
whole Moon with sites as seen through a
refractor, through a Newtonian reflector, or, when
turned upside-down, through binoculars.

Astronomy Calendar 2017
Next year’s calendar is now on sale. I have ordered 10 for members. They should be
available by the October meeting.
The 2017 calendar features photos from the
David Malin Awards as well as the usual sky
maps and other useful information.
I’m asking $16 each to cover my costs. The
calendars are available from IceInSpace for
$19 plus $4.50 postage. There’s a discount
for orders of more than one.
So bring your cash to the next meeting if
you're interested.
Happy reading!
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Members’ Gallery
Astrophotography from Klaus Schlussler
M17 Swan Nebula from 29/07/2016 14x480sec 4xDarks 10xBias no flats. M17 is approx 5600 light years away in the
constellation of Sagittarius One of my best work this year.

My last Image from Monday only night with not too many clouds average seeing. M27 Dumbbell Nebula 24x 120sec,
no dark 24 flats 24 bias. 12 Sept 2016
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First Light with Coma Corrector
Using My Trusty ol’ Canon with AstroToaster
Carl “Howie” Smith
photos also available to view on https://flic.kr/s/aHskKajM4T
Coma in my 8” fast (f/5) Newtonian didn’t bother me for many years. But finally, I succumbed to getting a Baader MPCC
Mk3 coma corrector. I fitted it to my Canon 650d and waited for a gap in the recent rainy weather. When it came, I drove
out to a dark site at Lake Wyaralong, and used AstroToaster to stretch and colourise the frames taken with the Canon in order to view the targets live in the field. You may have read the recent article in EH where I raved about the virtues of AstroToaster in combination with short exposures. I do live colour observing using the camera rather than the traditional
eyepieces. It will happily process true long exposure Astrophotgraphy, and is
FANTASTIC to help traditional AP folk frame their shots
by turning the camera, centering with the hand controller buttons and so on, as it
stretches colours and provides the image in such short
time!
So here was the results …
very happy with pin point
stars across all images.
First up was a test shot on
NGC4755 Jewel Box cluster
to check alignment and
GoTo’s were all ok. It’s a
single 2 second ISO6400
frame, so is a bit dark. Better
shots to come.

Next was NGC6541 a mag
6.3 small 15’ cluster in
Corona Australis. A single 8
second ISO6400 frame.
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Next NGC6960 Western Veil nebula. While the Veil is mag 7, that brightness is stretched over a wide area so it’s actually
quite dim. It’s also a bit tough to get it without blowing out the brightness of the star 52Cygni nearby. So lower ISO and
longer exposure is called for compared to the earlier shots. I shot at ISO1600 for 30 second shots, and stacked 16 of
them in AstroToaster … each shot automatically processing while I sat there observing the faint details and colours
developing in
the image.

Being so nearby, I then shot NGC6992 Eastern Veil which is a bit easier to ‘stretch’ colours with as there is no nearby
bright star. I probably should have increased ISO, but I didn’t, so I still had ISO1600 set when I shot this. So I ended up
using a similar 20 shots of 30 seconds duration for each, once again automatically stacked on the fly while observing the
image ‘evolve’ in brightness. colour and contrast. Just amazing to think of the trillions of tonnes and immense area
covered by this oxygen, sulphur and hydrogen cloud. That’s over a 1.2 degree field of view in that image! When the
whole night sky is 180 degrees, the Veil’s Eastern and Western ‘loops’ cover a huge expanse of the sky!
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Next was M7 the Ptolomy cluster
in Scorpius. This is a wonderful
part of the Milky Way with blue
(hotter) and red/yellow (cooler
stars) in a backdrop of millions of
stars in the Orion arm of our
home galaxy. This was a single 30
second ISO1600 shot.

A bit further along the Milky Way in
Sagittarius was M22, also with red
and blue stars as well as that amazing globular structure. Another single
frame of 30 seconds except at
ISO800. I reduced the ISO as I was
trying not to blow out the core of the
cluster as it is so very bright.

And also in our galaxy Orion
arm, next was M24 the
Sagittarius Star Cloud. And
perhaps an even more
dazzling spread of star
colours! Another single 30
second ISO1600 image.
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Getting a bit tired of star clouds, moved off to the good old M57 - the Ring nebula. Nine 30 second ISO1600 frames
stacked on the fly. During the viewing of this object I zoomed in and could see the central star. But silly me, I get so
caught up observing the details out there in the field at night, that I clean forgot to save the zoomed in image! Silly me!

However, if you follow the link, it will take you to a live video of me zooming in on M57 as I was capturing the desktop in
HD as I observed. An interesting viewing for you readers.
https://youtu.be/jYrztSUztUI
Then went for M83. I know that by increasing the ISO, as well as shortening exposure time it also increases the colours it
finds in the image, so I wanted to see if I could get a hint of the pink new birth stars in the arms near the core, which
then fade out to hotter blue ones in the outer reaches of the arms. It worked.
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Society Information
Committee Meeting 6:00pm General Meeting 7.30pm
GOLD COAST SPACE FLIGHT ACADEMY
The Strawberry Farm Rooms - 1 Pimpama-Jacobs Well Road, Pimpama (M1 Exit 49)
PRESIDENT - NOELEEN LOWNDES Ph 0407 126 452 MEMBERSHIP OFFICER - JOE ZERAFA Ph 0421 886 376
Society postal address ~ Southern Astronomical Society Inc, PO BOX 867, Beenleigh Qld 4207
THE FINE PRINT - Ev ent Horizon is sent by blind carbon copy email so others cannot see y our email address - if y ou do not want Ev ent Horizon emailed please
inf orm the sender. The Society ’s Web Site and Ev ent Horizon may contain images of or may identif y members/f riends attending Society & non-Society ev ents
(Meetings, Astroquiz, Combined Societies Meetings, Field Nights and Ley burn Astrocamps, Astrof est etc); if y ou would pref er this not to happen, please adv ise the
Society in writing. If members require a copy of the Society ’s Constitution, please contact the Membership Of f icer by mail or at a f uture meeting. Images presented in
Ev ent Horizon and on the SAS Web Site are presented in good f aith as the original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and its members accept no
responsibility or liability whatsoev er if the person submitting them has used another person’s property without their permission or consent. Articles submitted by
contributors are the copy right of the contributor (unless otherwise specif ied) and comprise their own technical and/or other inf ormation and are not necessarily the
opinion of SAS or its members.

LEYBURN - DARK SKY SITE
This is a privately ow ned property - our hosts are Debbie & Mark Bolton.
Please respect the family’s privacy by only going out to the property on a New M oon weekend and introducing
yourself when you arrive to M ark and Debbie.
By entering the site you agree you do so at your ow n risk.
$5 contribution per adult per night (please pay in honour tin in site caravan)
2016 DATES: Friday to Sunday, 28th to 30th October
LEYBURN 2.5 hrs drive inland from Brisbane & Gold Coast
ACCOMMODATION BYO tent, caravan OR
CABINS available in tow n cost $85 per room - book on 07 46950155
WEATHER very extrem e com pared to Brissy, VERY hot/cold - com e prepared
KITCHEN VAN onsite w ith cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils
POWER BYO Batteries – bring your ow n pow er!!
DRINKING WATER BYO
LOO YES flushing onsite - w ith loo paper
SHOP 5km aw ay - w ell stocked general store has hot show ers ($2) w ith great burgers, ice etc & local hotel w ith great value
m eals.
Shop open 7am - 7pm Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday.
MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G w orks w ell (& internet) others barely
DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES / dip lights at the gate to m ain observing field - you w ill be greeted & guided to a park
CAUTIONS heat / cold, flies / m ozzies & the occasional snake. So please take care in and around the toilet and
under caravans, cars, and w ear stout footw ear!
Also, gets very cold in w inter (dow n to m inus -6) so bring lots of w arm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable w eekend.
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SAS Calendar 2016

Monthly Meetings & Observing Nights Held At
The Gold Coast Space Flight Academy
The Strawberry Farm Rooms
1 Pimpama-Jacobs Well Rd
Pimpama QLD 4209
(Exit 49 off the M1 at Pimpama)
Web site at http://sas.org.au

Meeting Dates 2016

Noeleen Lowndes (President)
Mobile: 0407 126452
E-mail: ziggy002@bigpond.com
For further information contact
Membership Officer: Joe Zerafa
Mobile: 0421 866 376

Meeting Dates 2016

JANUARY
Friday to Sun 8th – 10th January Leyburn
Saturday 23rd Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 23rd General Meeting 7.30pm

JULY
Friday to Sunday 1st – 3rd July Leyburn
Saturday 16th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 16th General Meeting 7.30pm
(QLD Astrofest 29th – 7th August)

FEBRUARY
Friday to Sun 5th – 7th February Leyburn
Saturday 20th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 20th General Meeting 7.30pm

AUGUST
Friday to Sun 5th – 7th August Leyburn
Saturday 20th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 20th General Meeting 7.30pm

MARCH
Friday to Sun 11th – 13th March Leyburn
Saturday 19th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 19th General Meeting 7.30pm
(Easter 25th to 28th March)

SEPTEMBER (AGM)
Friday to Sun 2nd – 4th Sept Leyburn
Saturday 17th AGM 7.30pm
30th Anniversary Celebration
(Venue to be confirmed)
Friday to Sun 30th – 2nd October Leyburn

APRIL
Friday to Sun 8th – 10th April Leyburn
Saturday 16th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 16th General Meeting 7.30pm
MAY
Friday to Sunday 6th – 8th May Leyburn
Saturday 21st Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 21st General Meeting 7.30pm Combined
Societies Meeting (To be confirmed)
JUNE
Friday to Sunday 3rd – 5th June Leyburn
Saturday 18th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 18th General Meeting 7.30pm

OCTOBER
Saturday 8th InOMN 2016 (Moon Night)
Saturday 15th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 15th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sun 28th – 31st Leyburn
NOVEMBER
Saturday 12th Committee Meeting 6.00pm
Saturday 12th General Meeting 7.30pm
Friday to Sunday 25th – 27th Leyburn
DECEMBER (SAS Xmas Party)
Saturday 10th Christmas Meeting 6.30pm
Friday to Sunday 30th – 1st Jan 2017 Leyburn
*Leyburn* denotes New Moon observing weekend
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Links & Resources
From the SAS website
The Spaceflight Academy at Pimpama promises to be a very exciting place offering access to space simulators, workshops
and Space Camps with more to come in the future.The address: SPACEFLIGHT ACADEMY,Test Centre 6 Pimpama-Jacobs
Well Road Pimpama QLD 4209 - Ph: 0408 973 296
http://www.spaceflightacademy.com.au/
World Science Festival is held in Brisbane in March. http://www.queensland.com/en-us/event/world-science-festivalbrisbane For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of some of the past lectures are now
available on line. http://www.worldsciencefestival.com/
Sirius Optics has had a great tradition of supporting the requirements of the astronohttp://www.queensland.com/enus/event/world-science-festival-brisbanemy community and the new management will continue to do so. Discounts for SAS
members are available on most items. Located at Shop 2, The Underwood Centre, 2898 Logan Road, Underwood 4119. Ph
3423 2355 Link : http://www.sirius-optics.com.au/

BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a month on a Monday night at the Qld
State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near the Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry, just needs people to register.
There’s usually a supper provided as well which gives the general public an opportunity to speak to the presenters. Also, the
talks are available online from the website https://brisscience.wordpress.com/
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and professional science communicators as they
battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top science stories. Hosted by well-known figure of stage and science, Dr Joel
Gilmore, you’ll be guaranteed a night of entertainment, competition and comedy – and perhaps even education! Venue: The
Edge, State Library of Queensland, South Brisbane. Tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).
https://thesciencenation.com/
BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of 6 friends from Australia and New Zealand who have worked together as
a group since mid 2008 to search, discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.
http://www.bosssupernova.com/
Global Star Party: Weekly live shows via Google Hangouts broadcasting live astronomy from around the world. Link:
http://globalstarparty.com/
Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: The Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium is located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, Mt
Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults. Learn more about our universe as you enjoy
the different Planetarium facilities available, including the Cosmic Skydome, Display Zone, Mini Theatre, Observatory, and the
Galaxy Gift shop. One of the venue's highlights is the optical star projector used to recreate a stunning realistic night sky on
the 12.5 metre diameter projection dome. The display area takes you on an astronomical journey, and includes a life-size
replica of Neil Armstrong’s lunar space suit, as well as digital and other displays. https://www.brisbane.qld.gov.au/facilitiesrecreation/arts-culture/sir-thomas-brisbane-planetarium-0
Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy Airport.
4164 5595 or 0427 961391. Link: https://www.kingaroyobservatory.com/
Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual event held over a period of approximately 10
days, usually in late July or early August. Check the link for details.
http://www.qldastrofest.org.au/
Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year) extravaganza of events hosted by
Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub
and the full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
http://www.starfest.org.au/
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics, located
approximately 18km southwest of the centre of Canberra, in the ACT. Since much of the site was damaged in the 2003
Canberra bushfires, reconstruction of MSO has included the development of the Advanced Instrumentation Technology Centre
and rebuilding the heritage Commonwealth Solar Observatory building. Tours and observing nights are available via the link:
http://rsaa.anu.edu.au/observatories/mount-stromlo-observatory#acton-tabs-link--tabs-0-left-1
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
https://maas.museum/observations/category/monthly-sky-guides/
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